
Decline  
Minimizer  
from  
OpenEdge

A Recurring Payments Solution  
to Set Your Software Apart 
Decline Minimizer from OpenEdge is an automated card updating service 
easily integrated into your software solution. Decline Minimizer is 
completely automated and requires minimal additional development 
work. A merchant simply requests the service and OpenEdge handles  
the rest. Decline Minimizer automatically updates expired and outdated  
card information stored in our Token Vault daily. The process is virtually 
invisible to pharmacies, yet they’ll notice the impact Decline Minimizer  
has on their businesses — fewer card declines and more approvals.

Learn How Decline 
Minimizer Can Impact 
Your Pharmacy Today.
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Totally Automatic

Updates Card Information

Decreases Card Declines

OpenEdge Technology  
Behind the Scenes
Decline Minimizer from OpenEdge is hard at work 
behind the scenes, ensuring your customers see fewer 
declines and more approved transactions.

1. Your customer calls OpenEdge & orders Decline Minimizer.

2. OpenEdge automatically updates all cards stored in our Token Vault.

3. OpenEdge processes transactions with the updated card data.

4. Customer’s software is updated with new card data.

This Simple Process = Fewer Declines + More Approved Transactions
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DECLINE MINIMIZER FOR PHARMACIES

The Real Cost of Declined 
Recurring Transactions
Decline Minimizer helps merchants, on 
average, collect nearly $6,000 per month 
with no effort on their part.

The Problem
For businesses submitting more than 100 
card-on-file transactions monthly, declines 
can account for a significant percentage  
of revenue.

Considering the potential lost revenue among pharmacies 

managing recurring payments, Decline Minimizer from 

OpenEdge represents a significant opportunity to add  

card updating capabilities to your software quickly and easily.  

Tracking Down  
Declined Cards
In the past, businesses had to put a 
substantial amount of work into tracking 
down customers and updating card 
information.
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Benefits of Decline 
Minimizer from OpenEdge
68% Increased cash flow

52% Better customer relations

49% Reduction in card processing fees

43% Improved staff productivity

Lost & Delayed Payments
Currently, after a card declines, businesses 
attempt to contact the customer to get 
updated card information, many times 
unsuccessfully.

  of businesses reported  
  card declines delay  
  payments by a day  
  or more

  of businesses reported  
  card declines delay  
  payments more than  
  a week

  of businesses see at  
  least some declined  
  transactions never  
  collected
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Source: PayPros survey and whitepaper, “The Real Cost of Declined Recurring 
Transactions for Business,” 2013.


